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Renovation Of Auditorium Is Underway
Grant Holders
Work, Teach
By PAT AUSTIN
News Editor
Seven recipients of the 1964
summer research board grants
are currently working on their
projects, according to Dr. Harold E. Walker, vice president of
academic affairs and chairman
of the Marshall University Research Board.
This marks the second year
that the r es e a r c h board has
awarded faculty grants for research during the summer term.
Dr. Walker said that persons receiving the awards must work
on their projects one term and
teach the other.
The Board received an endowment of $10,00I from the Claude
Worthinrton Benedum Foundation to f i n a n c e the research.
Funds from the National Science
Foundation, a $500 rift f r o m
Chaplain Linder of the Veteran's
Hospital, and o t h e r individual
rifts raise the total amount for
research to SH,000, accordinr to
Dr. Walker.
Three f a c u 1 t y members are
working on their projects in foreign countries. Dr. Ronald Roilins, assistant professor of English, is in Ireland doing research
on the ''Theme and Form <Yf Sean
O'Casey's Dublin War Plays."
~ Professor Harold Murphy, assistant professor of Spanish, is in
Spain for "The collection of a
sufficient number of short stories
by Franciso Garcia-Pavon for a
text on the recent Spanish short
story." Dr. Walter H. Perl, professor of German, traveled to
Germany to research " Edition of
the Correspondence Hofmannsthal-Andrian."
Mr. James Gillespie, assistant
professor of science, is roinr
tbroarhoat the state to work on
his pro J e ct, "Ferns and Fern
Allles of West Virginia."
Doing research at Marshall are:
Dr. lrunter Hardman, professor
of mathematics, "Complex Geometry of Two-Space Interpreted
in Argand Four Space"; Dr. Gordon Moore, assistant professor of
Chemistry, Synthesis and Reactions of Unsaturated Cyclopropanes"; and Dr. Elaine Novak,
associate professor of speech, the
preparation of a manual, a syllabus-drill book, to accompany the
selected textbooks for the new
three-hour basic course in speech
which is to be instituted in September, 1964, for all Teachers
College and Arts and Sciences
students.
-Other faculty members who
received grants and will do their
researc h next semest er are: D r.
M. R. Chakrabarty, assistant pro·
"K'met1cs
· of
fessor of chem1Stry,
Oxidation of Fe(II) Ion By Complexes of 8--Quinolinol and its
Derivatives"; Dr. Alta I. Gaynor, professor of physical education, "B i rb l i o graph y on Vivi
party".
Dr. Edward Hanrahan, assistant
professor of chemistry, "Infrared
·
·
I nvestlgation
o f s o1ute-s o1ven t
Interactions"; Dr. Marvin Mitchell, professor of English, "Studies in Whitman Prose and an
Examination of the Whitman Collection at Duke University".
(Continued on Page 4)
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University Hall
Will Be Offices
By THOM CLINE
Campas Editor

An estimated $90,000 renovation program to the Old Main
Auditorium is expected. to be
completed by September 1. Old
Main Auditorium was ordered
closed early in March of this
~==========================================iyear when a separation in the
Vol. &3
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
THURSDAY, JUNE 25, 1964
No. 67 ceiling was discovered.
After this separation was discovered and inspected by President Stewart H. Smith, Joseph
S. Soto, vice-president of business and finance, A. E. McCaskey, dean of the college of Applied Science, and C. S. Szekely,
superintendent of building and
grounds, it was decid~ that the
balcony would no longer be used,
and the lower level would be
used only at the discretion of
those in charge of the program.
Separation Ocean
Dr. Smith said the separation
was caused by old age and that
the supporting wooden beams are
warped and deteriorated. These
factors, plus accumulated snow
on the roof, caused the separation.
Since that time, W. S. Donat,
Huntington architect, bu made
and had approved plans for the
renovation of this area. These
plans include the reconstruction
of the ceiling, new roof, new
lighting, refinishing the inside of
the auditorium, new seating, carpeting the aisles, and air conditioning.
I"
Plans IDeomplete
WORKING ON SUMMER RESEARCH GRANTS this summer ere first row from left to rifht, Dr.
University Hall is being made
Ronald Rollins, Dr. Elaine Novak, Dr. Alta Gay nor, and Dr. Walter Perl. Second row from left into offices and classrooms. The
are Dr. Marvin 0. Mitchell, Prof. Baroid Murphy, Dr. Stephen Buell, Dr. M. R. Cbaknbarty, and actual reconstruction of this area
Prof. Billard Hoffman. Third row from left are Wr. Dunter Hardman, Dr. Georre Ward n, Dr. has not been started yet because
Gordon llloore, Dr. Edward Hanrahan, and Dr. Baroid D. Walker. Missinr in the picture ls Prof. the architect hasn't made final
James Gfllespie who also bas a rrant. These are t be persons worklnr on summer research rrants. plans and had them approved.
Some recipients are working on their rrants this semester and some will be workinr on their The rough plans call for the first
grants next semester.
floor to contain administrative
offices and the second and third

···••rel, Grant Rtd•'•nts

Reporter Calls Strat.t.ord-On-Avon;
f1
T lk
I a
s IAl•th
... ' L'•,erary TI our l eader

Editor's Note: The Parthenon
talked with Professor Jack R.
Brown in Stratford-On-Avon, the
birthplace of W i 11 i am Shakespeare. Professor Brown is leadinr the University Literary Tour
which is in Enrland vlsitlnr durinr the celebration of the 400th
birthday of Shakespeare. (See
picture on pare 2.)
By G. HOWELL STARR
Feature Editor
On June 3 the RMS "Queen
Elizabeth" sailed from New York
harbor. Among the passengers
were 29 persons who collectively
comprised the Marshall University Literary Tour. Headed by
Prof. Jack R. Brown of the English Department, the group is
now in England to visit literary
landmarks and to attend theatre
performances being presented in
commeration of the 400th anniversary of William Shakespeare's
birth.
From his room in the Hotel
Shakespeare in Stratford-OnAvon, Shakespeare's birthplace,
Prof. Brown discussed with the
Parthenon, via trans-atlantic telephone, the group's activities to

floor to include faculty offices
and classrooms.
The plans for Hodges Hall are
only in the very first stages of
drawing by the architect. It is
hoped that in renovating Hodges
date.
lightful". The road was too nar- Hall as a men's dormitory that
The ship arrived according to row for the motorcoach to travel the fire escapes on the outside of
schedule at Southampton. Here so the entire group left the coach the building may be eliminated.
the group was j oined by one of and walked a mile and a half
In order to do away with these
the members who had decided to down what Prof. Brown describ- fire exits, central corridors must
fly to England. This brought the ed as "an English country lane." be put into the two wings extotal to 30 including, in addition
The caretaker, a Miss Evans, tending from the west side of
to Prof. Brown, several mem(Continued on Page 2 J
the building, with enclosed s\airbers of the Marshall University _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,. cases leading outside.
faculty; name I y, Mrs. J. R.
PRINTING BIDS
Also in the rough draft is a
Brown, the former Ruth Flower
new main lounge extending out
Bids for printlnr The Par- m
· the f ron t f the b ui'Id'mg WI'th
now retired from the English det
partment; Mrs. A. Mervin Tyson,
benon, Marshall University study lounges above it on the
wife of Dr. Tyson, chairman of student newspaper, will be re- second and third floor. All these
the English Department; Miss ceived in the University busl- plans are only r O u g h copy,
Charlotte E. Berryman, professor ness office or the Department though, and will not be finalized
'
1 somet·ime 1a t er, accord mg
of women's physical education; of Journalism on or before u n t·1
and Mrs. Herman Kirby of the July 9. The Parthenon is print- to Mr. Soto.
English Department.
ed by the lowest qualified bidThe plans fo rthe expansion of
Since disembarking the mem- bed meeting all specifications. the library are still in a very
bers of the tour have seen such Principal specifications are: early stage. Mr. Soto said that all
points of literary interest as students must be permitted to that has been done in the way of
Stonehenge, an arrangement of work In the print shop as a 1 i bra r Y expansion is merely
huge stones that are believed to Journalistic laboratory. Dead- "stating the needs".
have been a place of worship for line for run of the press news
TAKING CLASSES
a sect that practiced human sac- is not less than 24 hours and 1Z
difice; Anne Hathaway's (Shake- hours for spot news. Complete
speare's wife) cottage; and Tho- information on all specificaHelen K. Walters, Lenore
mas Hardy's 09th century novel- tions is available tbrourh the freshman, is one of the many '64
ist) birthplace.
faculty advisor in the Jouma- high s.c ho o I graduates taking
lism Department where copies summer classes at Marshall. She,
Prof. Brown said that the trip of the pa-r
.,, also may be ob- ar. m"s t f res h men stud ents, is
to Hardy's birthplace was "de-._ta_ln_e_d_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, anxiou.;; to bei,in her college life.

°
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'People'
And
Places'

.___ _ _ _ _ _ BJ TERESA GOTBABD---------

Soclety Editor
Many students from the Marshall cempus are spending their
summer vacation traveling or working abroad, as the group that
went to Germany with Walter Perl, professor of German.
Some of the students going
over with him were: Frances Monday afternoon. Mrs. Baxter
Swartz, Huntington junior; John joined Prof. Baxter in WashingSuter, Charleston junior; Mike ton for the Presidents reception,
Taylor, Ceredo freshman; Jack scheduled for 6:00 p.m. Monday
Viehman, Birmingham, Alabama evening at the White House.
senior; Mike Chambers, RavensBAClt ON CAMPUS . . . durwood sophomore; Joe Dragovitch, ing the afternoon, the surveying
Weirton sophomore; Marda Wil- class can usually be found in difson, Parkersburg senior; Elaine ferent parts of the c a m p u s. SHOWN ABOARD THE QUEEN ELIZABETH before the ship ulled out of New York for Eqlalld
Thompson, Charleston senior; and Among this class may be found are memben of the Marshall Unlvenlty Llterar1 Tour which la belnc collducted lty Dr. and Mn.
S t e p h e n Dwight, Huntington David T h o m a s, Huntington Jack R. Brown. From left are Miss Norma Woodyard, craduate 1tudent at the Unlvenlty of Kensophomore.
sop}lobore; David Carper, Spen- tucky, Miss Ann Richardson, Bunu..,ton Manball student, Miss Mary AUce Stevens, Huntln.,ton
Due to a 12-hour delay at the cer senior; John Justice, Delbar- Manball student, Miss Jane McCaskey, Huntlncton Manball 1tudent, Mia Diane DeSalx, HantKennedy International Airport, ton sophomore; or Larry Medors, ln.,ton Marshall stadent, Mn. J~k Brown, Miss Loretta Jean Adkins, Concord Collece 1tudent
they were given dinner and acco- Proctorville junior.
and Miss Sidney Polan, Huntincton student at Queens Collece. Thirty-two penons are maldq the
modations at the Hotel Riviera.
Carolyn Webb and G 1 ad y s tour and they will retun Jaly H .
Joe Hughes, Moundsville senior, Johnson, Huntington sophomores
and his bride, the former Pat spend most of their free time
Barbara were given the bridal talking in the Union, but Carol
suite. The group departed Wed- Asbury, Huntington freshman,
nesday, June 3 and arrived would rather spend her free time
(Continued from Page 1)
is "very commercialized". He de- menus marked "Marshall Universafely, each student then going following the surveying class.
happened to be the sister of well- scri>bed a Shakespearean display sity Literary Tour".
to his destination.
known En g 1 i s h actor Maurice opposite the Memorial Theatre in
Prof. Brown mentioned that
Students aren't the only ones
Evans. "We all had an enjoyable Stratford-On-Avon and termed it they have encountered o t h e r
doing some traveling. Curtis Baxtime ta 1 k i n g with her'', Prof. "fine".
tours but none with the same obter, associate professor of EngBrown noted.
The tour spent four days in jectives. Several of the students
lish, participated in the weekend
Prof. Brow'\,,,, reports that the Stratford md attended the even- have met fr i e n d s from other
meeting for the National ComEnglish are _"going all out" in ing performances at the Memorial schools.
Annual
Giving,
a
fund
raising
mittee of Shakespeare, held June
celebration of heir most famous Theatre each night.
The weather thus far has been
20-22, in Stratford, Conn. The program conducted by the Alum- writer though he added t·h e event
The English have been very "wonderful", rem a r k e d Prof.
members attended a matinee per- ni Association, has already topfriendly a c c o r d i n g to Prof. Brown.
formance of Hamlet followed by ped all previous years, according
Brown.
In several instances the
to
Mr.
John
Sayre,
director
of
The members of the tour will
a dinner at the Mermaid Tavern
group
has
received special atten- visit London and Paris before
development
and
Alumni
Affairs.
on Saturday.
tion. The restaurant at the Me- returning to New York on July
According to Mr. Sayre, at the
Sunday the committee flew
morial Th ea t r e had special 14.
from New York to Washington beginning of e a c h operational
the
where they were entertained at year (July 1),
Association
The Student Activities Board
. ed
,
b
• g
the Spakespearean Library dur- contacts all of the alumni whose recen tl y wu
a ru1mg annm
ing the afternoon. A boat trip addresses are known. This num- student use of community park
and Elizabethan dinner at Mt. bers around 1500, he said. They areas for any "scheduled or unDistribution of the 1964 Chief are three hundred twelve pages
Vernon were on the schedule for are invited to participate in 8 scheduled party or gathering in- Justice began last week in Old
of pictures emphasizing almost
giving program in which they volving beer or any intoxicating Main. The distribution center has every phase of University life.
may send a monetary gift of any beverage."
been moved to the Chief Justice Several color pictures are also
amount to the University.
Dean of Men, Stanley A. Shaw, office on the second floor of the included.
To date, approximately $16,500 said that the action by the Board Shawkey Student Union.
The yearbook is in memory of
has already been received for did not come about as a result
Students may pick up their the late President of the United
nd
the programs which e s June of misconduct by any one group. opy of the yearbook from 9 to States, John Fitzgerald Kennedy.
This show a marked increase He said that over a period of
Janet Rat c 1 if f, Huntington 30.
over the $15,052.29 which was
:30 a.m. Further hours will be Along with an photo enlargesophomore and co-ordinator of contributed by about 1,601 alum- time many groups have abused osted.
ment of the late President, there
the privileges of the parks. They
the Freshman Handbook Comis a snapshot of Mr. Kennedy
t
The Chief Justice is attractively with a throng of Marshall Unihave acted without much responmission has announced that the ni laS year.
The giving program which be- sibility and have given other peo- one in green and white. There versity students.
handbook should be out by Auggan five years ago has shown 8 ple poor impressions of Marshall,
u,t 1 this year, in time for freshrapid increase. In its first year, the dean said.
man pre-registration.
the
program b r O u g ht In gifts
The edict, issued to "Student
By this early publication, the
amounting to $4,4oo, which rep- Organizations of Marshall Unifreshmen will be able to pur- resented contributions fro m
NICELY'S BARBER SHOP
versity," stated: "In the past the
chase their r e q u i r e d beanies,
8 1
u m n i. Approxi- City of Huntington has allowed
nametags and handbooks before around 440
ma-tely 600 alumni contributed all student organizations from
"It Pays To Look Nicely"
the first few h e c t i c days of
$6,500 for the fiscal year July Marshall University to hold parschool. as is the usual procedure.
3 1962·
ties in the parks around the city.
Serving on the commission this 1, 1960 to June o,
FOUR BARBERS .TO SERVE YOU
The
total
amount
of gifts al- The city has shown a great deal
year are Dave Pancake, Huntingth
th
rd
e
i
year of of latitude concerning the type
ton junior, commisisoner; Mary most tripled
Flat Tops, Princetons, Regular Cuts
operation when $12,067 was re- of party to be held in these pubAnn Hagans, Huntington sopho- ceived f r o m -a total of 1,562
lie places. Several campus organmore. in ch a r g e of activities;
1112 FOURTH A VE.
Phone 523-4301
izations and individual students
Judy White, Huntington senior, alumni.
Mr.
Sayre
expressed
the
hope
have,
however,
abused
their
privartist; Linda Brabbon, traditions
and adminiatration; Atelia Huff- that "all the alumni who have . ileges as residents of the City of
man,
Huntington sophomore, not already participated in this Huntington by using the parks
year's program will do so by to display publicly their lack of
social affairs; John Hoover, Hunt- June 30."
ington senior, athletics; and Miss , - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - responsibility as mature adults."
"The past conduct of some stuMARSHALL UNIVERSITY STUDENT NEWSPAPER
Ratcliff.
REPORT PUBLISHED
dent groups has forced the folE•tabll•hed 111911
The student government secMember of We1t Vlr11tnla Jntercolleslate ~ "--iaUon
tion will be given special attenDr. Raymond Jansen of the lowing ruling: (1) Beginning imP'uil-leaoed Wire to ,,,. ANOClated Pre..
u oecond cLus matter. May 29, Ul~S. at the Post Ott!~ at Huntlnirton.
tion in the handbook for 1964, Geology Department had a re- mediately, all campus organizaWe•t Vtrirtnla, under A ct of ContrreM, MJirch I , 18'71.
as all on the staff are going to port published in The American tions or representative groups of
bU.hed aeml-weellb durlns achoo! Year and w:eeklll' durins IIW'llmer by Departt of Joumallam, ManhaU UnlverlltY, 16th Street and ~rd Avenue, Huntlnirton,
be doing research and working Peoples Encyclopedia Yearbook students will not be allowed to
w.-.1 V ,r~lnta.
Off-~ampus subacrlptlon fee 11 fa.00 per :v. .r .
•
on the government information. concerning all the events that use any public community park cth• ty fee coven
on-campua atuden't •ub1.erlptlon at the rate of P.00 per
semester plus ~ cents for each awnmer "rm.
This is so that the i n c o m i n g occurred in the field of geology area for a scheduled or un-scchePhone 523-8582 or Joumallffll Del>L. 11:xL 235 of W -Ull
duled party or gathering involvfreshman will get a close over- for the year 1963.
IITAFI'
ing
beer
or
any
intoxicating
bev,dltor-ln-Chlef . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jerry Reed
all view of the Marshall Student
The American Peoples Encyl
anaslns Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. Brenda l'aulkner
Government and its many facets. clopedia Yearbook tells about erage.
ews Editor . . .. . . . . . . . ... . .. .. .. .. ... ..... . ... ... . . . . .. .. . ...... .. . .
Pat Auatln
(2) Any organization or group ampua Editor . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. ... . ... . .. .. . .. . . ... . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . niom
Cline
The p u r ch a s e of a Student the developments in the various
Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Howell Starr
Handbook is required of all in- fields of science each year. Dr. using community park facilities eature
let:v Editor .. .. .. . .. .. . ... .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . ... . . .... . . . Teresa Gothard
coming fall semester freshmen. Janseen's report contained sub- will be held responsible not only POrta Editor . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . ... . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . Rick 11:dwards
cture Editor . ... . . ... . .. . . .. .. ...... ... . .. .. . ... . .. . .. . . ... . .. . . Marsaret Johnaon
ltl purpoee is to present a com- jects dealing with volcanoes in for the cleanliness of the area ualneaa Manaser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Judith l'oeter
used
but
for
a
high
standard
of
POrtera: Addle B . Aahb:v. Carole M. Ba tes, Conotance Dmlchalla, Bernleda K.
pact and authoritative view of Costa ~<1ca becoming active, the
Napier, Mar:v Emma Savase.
social behavior that is in keepotosrapher
.. .. ... .. . ..
. . . . . .... , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joaeph Shlelcb
the campus, extracurricular acti- discovery of a major natural gas
lotrlal Cl'>unselor
ing with good t as t e and high
. . . . . .. . . . , .. . . , . . .. . . .. .. . . . Judith CHto
acuity Ad,·lsor
... .... ........ ..
w. Pase Pm
field in northeast Netherlands, moral standards as outlined by
0 :::t:~:o~if~r~;:! :
~
the University."
much as posaible.
earthquakes, and landslides.
COMMERCIAL .1-'fG. & LlTHO. CO.
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One Language Is Aid To Understanding
By CATHY IMBROGNO
I wish you could meet my
grandfather. He's a fat little man
with a smile for everyone and a
passion for making the most delicious wine. There's one thing
about him that w o r r i es me,
though: he thinks in Italian.
Every time I'm with him, I sense
his difficulty, and I begin to
ponder the subject of la~guages.
Did you know that there are
· today .in the world 2,796 separate languages, exclusive of dialects? When reassigned to large
population groups, 13 of these
languages are prime: spoken by
50 or more million people. Our
jet age requires fewer than 48
hours to fly to any of these
language centers, and the world
is t h u s constantly decreasing,
while yet increasing, its boundaries. International communication becom~ a spotlighted target for our hurried life. Areas in
which language expansion is at
the least beneficial are many.
Let me direct your attention to
several such instances.
Consumers' needs are a basic
m e a n s of communication, and
consumers i n c l u d e everyone.
CATBYIMBROGNO
Several years ago, the Coca-Cola
Botting Company attempted to
Cathy Imbrogno, Charlton
translate "Have a Coke" into !
Heights
Junior, is an English
numerous foreign languages and
even derived such odd combina- and French major with a social
tions as "Have a beer." From studies minor. A Nation a I
this single example, it is evident Merit Scholarship finalist, she
that such drawbacks as slang is a me m b e r of Alpha Chi
and colloqu1al expressions, which Omega sorority, Alpha Lambgreatly enliven any tongue, can- da Delta, freshman women's
not be adequately expressed in honorary, Pi Delta Phi, French
honorary and Pi Kappa Delta,
others.
On a higher scale of economics, debate and speech honorary.
international trade assumes a She is a Freshman Guide and
great proportion of the world's a Junior senator. She is also a
business. S up p l y and demand, member of the French Club
exchange rates, and ethics of and was active on the debate
commerce are merely a sampling team for two years.
Concerning her Lyceum Miss
of areas in which world-wide
Imbrogno
says, "Being a langubarter could be tragically affected .becau~e of poor communica- age major, I strongly realize the
part oral communication plays
tion.
Tourist t r a e l is presenting in our world. Too little action
ever-developing complexities for is bein&' taken to improve the
language, as more and more of social relations of men, while
the populace increases its hori- too much emphasis is placed
zons and dwells with its fellow on t e c h n o 1 o , i c a I prorress
men of other tongues. "Auld Lang amonr peoples who refuse to
Syne" can be a popular song all understand each other."
year round, if only the right
words are employed. Or should Corps girl who wrote bitterly to
I say 1 an g u age? At which her parents of her assignment,
thought, an u n u s u a 1 incident inadequacy is to be noted-and
comes to my mind. Seven years this is not to mention shifting
ago, on a trip through Italy, I locations.
Colonial uprisings and resulderisively stuck out my tongue
at some Calabrians whom I could tant failures at independence
not understand--'and could not have demonstrated th a t, with
realize whether it was praise or better means of communication,
disapproval they spoke. I'm sure many of these tragic catastrophes
my point was clear, but did I might have been avoided, and
learn to appreciate my fellow causeless deaths preven,ted, as
well as w a s t e and rebellion
men? NO!
Science, literature, and reli- avoided.
At the highest level of comgion, three cornerstones of culture, also need the unity offered munication, that of international
by language. Increasing restric- diplomacy, a pressing desire
tion of a single language to con- exists for common understanding.
gresses and councils is bringing When lives and nations are held
a simplification and expediency in stake by governing bodies
to these significant meetngs of from all over the world, peace
the intellect. A prime example and co-operation and unity are
of the use of a single tongue in not only beneficial but essential.
these areas is that of Latin in Lest we forget, peace has althe Roman C a t h o 1 i c Church, ways been a goal of the majority
made catholic by Latin's univer- of the world: peace for their individuals, not for the i r staticized
sal acceptance.
Military linkings exhibit an- numbers.
After hearing these areas disother looming need for proper
interpretation of strategy and/or cussed, one argues: "Peace, econopersonal opinion. Positions are mics, 1 earning, co-operation:
gained or lost, foe and friend we've heard enough of this! Big
are created via language, whether words, big m e a n i n g, and big
understood or mis-.
problem! Big deal!" But what is
Projects such as the P e a c e so essential a truth is that we
Corps place great emphasis upon can never hear enough of these
learning of the language of a significant words-and never do
country to which one is assigned, enough! Allow me to submit my
but from quoted examples as the proposal, to be one of many. I
incident of. the y o u n g Peace propose an international langu-

v

age--,not individually, I may add.
But why?
Because a single language involves n u m e r o u s instances of
confusing s y n t a x, overlapping
meaning, idioms, untranslatable
words, unusual word combinations, not. to m e n t i o n rapid
changes daily in each of these.
Because time and space are required for translation, time and
space which could mean the difference between right and wrong,
understanding and misinterpretation, success and failure. Because translators and interpreters
cannot solve the problem; schools
of language are woefully unprepared for the proper instruction
in communication; language dictionaries, however well-written,
cannot anticipate every, often vital, use of every word and may
even cramp conversational style.
Therefore, what remains? Only
on international language, a language to unite, compare, and contrast the peoples of the world.
Those opposing an international
language--,and they are a selfish many-may challenge 1) national acceptance; 2) personal
motivation to learn; and 3) lack
of further state cultural heritage.
Deriving each, one can see disadvantages disappear in the heat
of optimism.
It is notaible in the first consideration that willing governments have accepted a worldwide postal union, an organization designed to effect closer
connections among states. Furthermore, numerous governments
provide the learning of second
and even third languages for
their brilliant citizens-although
usually through personal choice
-and hardly any system of international language could be
forced upon a country's people
without their acceptance, a fact
which leads to the second argument. 'this motivation to learn
can no more be guaranteed than
can present motivation but lies
within the intellects of the public who are willing to seek per sonal advancement and advantage.
Furthermore, the third argument is as soundly defeated, for,
with the establishment of international communication, Englishmen would still speak English,
Frenchmen French, and Chinamen Chinese, while the new tong ue might or might not-but
should be--,learned. No culture
is lost, but a great deal of international love is gained. A quote
from ?\tario Pei, noted language
expert, tends to reduce this third
opposition to its simplest terms:
" . .. An international language
differs from the vast majority of
doubtful collective h e r i t a g e s
passed on by one generation to
another in this important respect: it can do good, but it cannot possibly do harm." Unless
harm is knowing and loving one's
fellow men.
In a time of indecision as to
acceptance of such a language,
we can direct our thoughts to
past experience and can find
that solutions have been work-

able. Particular examples come
to mind: the Greek kolne, the
Franco-Venetian composite of
Dante's time, the liorua franca
of the Mediterranean area, Hindustani speakers, the Latin disseminated throughout the Roman
Empire, which helped create, if
did not indeed create, a state of
states: in each of these cases,
unity depended prominently upon the expansion of this common tongue to peoples different,
yet alike. In times of democracy,
concern for the subject should
predominate and make worldwide communication imperative.
Not a complete s o l u ti on, of
course, ·but a doorway to a better,

Interviews Are
Still Available

brighter world.
What recourse? A s imp le
statement: an international language can achieve greater ability
to work, play, and co-operate, to
learn and to teach, to acknowledge that prayer is purposeful.
to realize that a God, in whatever form, does exist, to effect
that liberty destined to all, and
to exist in a world free of fear.
White, yellow, black, red, and
brown: we are all part of the
sprouting w o r 1 d we live inand we need one another, for
better or worse. For better, may
we see the light leading to an
international, interpersonal method of communication and a
str ong, firm brotherhood!
Nine hundred thousand individuals have pet i t i one d the
United Nations for a world tongue. I submit my petition to a
united people!

Mr. Bob Alexander, director
of placement, recently announced that interviewing activity for
graduating seniors will continue
this summer.
Representatives fro m Butler
County Schools in Ohio will interview interested students from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on July 1.
Mr. Alexander said, "By and
large the Placement Office has
had a very good year." However, he added, "We are still
waiting for some local school
systems to make their hires, so
we can see who is going to be
availa·ble."
According to Mr. Alexander,
summer jobs are very scarce.
There are some part time typing
and d e 1 i v e r y jobs available.
Many student assistant positions,
most of which require shorthand
and typing, are still open.
.
Students interested in any of
the positions should apply at the
placement office.
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STORK VISITS JONES'
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones are
the proud parents of a baby girl
born June 20th. The baby has
been named Amy Moffat Jones.
Mrs. Jones is the former Mary
Virginia Moffat, daughter of Dr.
Charles H. Moffat of the History
department.
McKEE VACATIONS
Dr. T. Craig McKee, director
of the Student Health Center, is
on vacation and will return July

DARREN

MAD,IAD,
I

~'t&r
EXACTLY AS SHOWN
IN RESEIIVED·SEAT
SHOWINGS AT
ADVANCED PRICES !
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Theses & Term Papers Expertly Typed
Six Year's Experience With Campbell's Form.

CALL JANE GILES LEITH
RE 6-5095 after 6 P.M.
ROYAL

RENTALS

TYPEWRITERS

SALES

SERVICE
$5.00 one month
$13.50 three months
Rent applied to purchase

SPURLOCK'S INC.
1311 4th AVENUE
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Campus Briefs
SCORING REVAMPED

COMPUTER TRAINING

The same placement tests have
been given to incoming freshmen as before, but the scores
will have a new meaning. For
. placing students in . preparatory
English 100, a score of 15 or
under will remain the same. The
scores for other English sections
will change.
Normally there are from 10 to
12 sections of English 100, and
4 to 5 "A" sections; although this
past year there were 9 "A" sections, which was almost 24% of
all freshmen English classes. To
bring the "A" sections back down
to fhe normal 10.% the score for
determining advanced English
students has been raised from 23
to 25 or higher. This change is
an indication of the rising cali~
ber of education.

Four people are a t t e n d i n g
the Computor Training Center in
Cincinnati this week for a fiveday course in P-1620 Ba-sic Programing for the 1620 Digital
Computor. According to Dr. A.
Everett McCaskey, dean of the
College of Applied Sciences, Dr.
Neil H. Gibbins, Education, Prof.
Edward S. Hanrashan, Chemistry,
Mr. George Mendenhall, Engineering, and Miss Jeanne Childers, Business and Financing, will
return to campus and be used
as instructors in the fall. It may
be possible these IBM business
machinists will put on the same
course on campus this fall. It will
be the first step toward the organization of Marshall's IBM
Computer Center.
TEACHERS' EXAM

The National Teachers Examination will be in Main 205 SatThe Petroleum Research Fund urday, the Registrars Office has
of the A m e r i c a n Chemical° ·announced.
ARTS AND SCIENCES COLLEGE Dean J. Frank Bartlett is an ardent run collector and is shown
Soc i e t y has given an $11,960.
above displayinr one of his rifles. The dean not only collects antique fire arms but is "a pretty fair
grant to Dr. Digman of the Chemshot," be says. His runs are not Just for show purposes, but all of them are in workinr condition.
istry Department for the period
Dean Bartlett has himself fired every run in his colle'ctlon and does his own reloadinr. The run
from June 1964 through August
in the dean's hands is a rifle made by Georre Schazen. It has a Borchardt aetion, cal. 32/40.
1966. The grant is for under(Continued from Page 1)
graduate research participation,
Dr. George Ward II, asS'OCiate
and it is for research in the field
of vapor phase oxidation of hy- professor of psychology, "A Study
drocarbons. Dr. Digman has done of Delayed Secondary ReinforceBy TOM HOWARD
every Saturday afternoon at the dean insists that he is not very
work in the particular area of ment," "Cerbal and Non-verbal
Some p e o p 1 e collect stamps H u n t i n g t o n Rifle and Pistol good at this type of work, his
science for his Ph.D. in chemis- IQ with the Lorge Thorndike while others prefer coins or Club."
carvin~ and checkering w o u 1 d
try. He obtained his' degree at Test administered to Negro child- matchbooks. Dean J.· Frank BartThough the dean -says he has make many an expert in the
ren,"
"Validity
of
the
Lorge
Penn State.
lett, dean of the College of Arts
Thorndike Intelligence test for and Sciences, is a collector of never d o n e any competitive field green with envy, and with
Negro children;" Dr. Stephen sorts too, though he does not col- shooting and is only a fair shot, good reason for his work is alhis targets make one wonder most flawless.
Buell, professor oC speech and lect stamps, coins or matchbooks.
about the validity of his stateDean Bartlett is very proud of
director of educational radio-TV, Dean Bartlett collects guns.
ment. On targets fired with the his collection. He has every right
"Closed-circuit television proDean Bartlett's collection is guns in his collection from dis- to be. He goes to Columbus to
gramming for Marshall Univer- not for show purposes alone,
tances of 50 and 100 yards, Dean gun shows where he exhibits his
sity and the Public Schools"; Mr. though it is proba1bly one of the
Bartlett
has grouped five shots guns. When he took his guns to
By ADDIE B. ASHBY
Hillard Hoffman, assistant pro- finest if not the finest collection
in fantastic patterns, the largest Columbus last Nov. he said he ·
Staff Reporter
fessor of education, "An Evalua- in the Ohio Valley. It is a workof which is not more than a quar- almost started a riot. Even though
tion of the Marshall University ing collection. The dean has fired
ter of an inch in diameter. Five his guns, Schuetzen Rifles cal.
The La·b oratory School is of- Student Teaching Program, 1962
every gun in his collection. The shot g r o u p s like these would 32/40, are antiques, they have
fering special classes this sum- to 1965."
dean said, "I shoot every week, easily qualify Dean Bartlett for been kept in such fine shape by
mer for students on the elemenDr. Walker said that he will
the National Rifle Association's the dean that they look as though
tary level. The program includes work on his project, "The Vice
expert rifleman award.
they are new. This makes them
a special reading clinic, a class President in American Colleges
The dean does all of his own very rare and extremely sought
in special education for the re- and Universities," at the library
re-loading because, as he says, after by collectors. According to
tarded child, and an advanced of the University of Michigan.
"I couldn't shoot if I didn't." He Dean Bartlett, who is an authorprogram for children of students
has a work shop in the rear of ity in this field, the Schuetzen
now enrolled at Marshall, as well
By MARY EMMA SAVAGE
his garage where he does his Rifle was made for target shootas remedial work.
·
· Staff Reporter
work. He has atso hand-carved ing at distances from 100 to 200
The program is set up on an
Don Morrts, manager of the and checkered ( a ime consuming yards in the standing position.
experimental basis, testing various approaches to different fields
The rifle which the dean is
Eleven students, a g e s 20-25, Student Union, bas announced process whereby an intricate deof work. Much of the teaching is from Iran will arrive on campus that the Book Exhibit will open sign is worked into the wood of holding in the picture was made
individualized, according to the July 15 for a two week visit to June 30th and continue through the stock with a special tool) by George Schazen. The action
July 2nd. The exhibitors·. will set several of his stocks. Though the is a Borchardt action, cal. 32/ 40.
needs of the children.
an American University under
The classes range from the the auspices of The Experiment up their displays on June 29th.
Mr. Edward Lam'bert, secrefirst g r a d e through the sixth in Int,ernational Living.
tary of the West Virginia Bookgrade, with an enrollment limitThese e 1 e v e n students-four
ed to twenty per classroom. There men and seven women-will ar- man's Association, is in charge
are approximately six or seven rive in the United States and of the arrangements for the exBy CAROLE BATES
student teachers assigned to each proceed directly to Putney, Ver- hi>bition. He states that all the
Staff Reporter
room.
mont, headquarters of the spon- larger pu·b lishing houses will exThe Marshall University Counseling and Guidance Training
The students a t t e n d classes soring organization, where they hi·bit and there will be appro,tiInstitute is in its third week. This is the fifth institute of this type
from 9 a.m. to 12:30, therefore will have an orientation period. mately 25 houses represented.
According to Mr. , L a m b e r t to be held on the University campus. Twenty-nine teachers and
the cafeteria is not in operation.
They will then come to MarThe ma in University book- shall where they may attend there will be a wide variety of counselors are enrolled from thirteen states.
The Institute is planned for the - - - - - - - - - - - - - store is available to these stu- classes and laboratories. There books on display including texts,
dents and also the s w i mm in g will be two or three special lec- reference books and other school serious student who is finishing attempted, and satisfactory comthe first year of a c o u n s e 1 o r pletion of at least eig hteen
pool, when and if a physical elu- tures p r o v i d e d for them on su~lies.
The main purpose of the ex- training program. Its broad pur- semester hours of graduate work
cation major is available to act American politics, with several
hi,bit is to make all persons aware pose is to develop attitudes and in guidance.
as lifeguard.
activities outside the realms of
There is no charge for tuition
The regular faculty is sche- the campus also being planned. of the new materials availa-ble. skills which will enhance the
duled but these are not the regu- Among these are a trip to glass The show will be especially in- ef-f ectiveness of the school coun- or fees under the contract with
lar term students. These students factories, and museums of Hunt- teresting to student teachers, in- selor in his work with the in- the United States Office of Education. Enrollees furnish their
come in from public s c h o o l s ington, and the surrounding area. service teachers, and others in dividual student.
the field of education. Much of
Activities focus on the prob- own textbooks. Those enrolled
throughout the area. The enrollThe students will live in the
ment includes children from Ken- dormitories on campus and eat the material will be considered lems facing youth in the South- from public schools will receive
tucky, Ohio, West Virginia, and in the main Dining Hall. After for adoption in the public schools, ern Appalachian Highlands. The stipends of $75 per week and an
several from distant states, whose their stay here they will go to especially the new spelling and instructional program emphasizes additional allowance of $15 per
the psychological and sociologi- week for each dependent.
parents are at present enrolled Wisconsin where they will live reading materials.
Mr.
Lambert
concluded
that
cal
forces affecting the youth of
Participants who successfully
as students at Marshall.
for two m o n t h s in American
there are five exhibits held each today.
complete the Institute program
Lyell V. D o u t h a t, Assistant homes.
summer, and this will be the last
Teaching and counselors en- will be awarded nine semes!er
Professor of Education, is in
Any student who will be living
gaged in counseling and guidance hours of graduate credit.
charge as acting principal dur- in the dormitory the second sum- on the exhibition circuit.
The Book Exhibit has been an or teaching in elementary or
ing the absence of Taylor V. Cre- mer term, and wishes to have
The Institute is under the dimeans., principal of elementary one of these students stay with a n n u a 1 occurence for several secondary schools are eligible. rection of Dr. Clarke F. Hess.
and high s c h o o l s, who is on him should contact Dean Lillian years and is always received with Other criteria for eligibility are: professor of education. Acting as
leove. Professor Cremeans is in Buskirk, dean of women, or great enthusiasm. According to necessary academic background Consultant of the Institute is Dr.
Mr. Lambert, the Marshall show- for admission to Marshall Univer- Ge0rge E. Hill, Director, GuiSeattle, Washington attending an Dean Stanlye Shaw, dean of
ing is always the most successful sity Graduate School, an average dance Training Laboratory, Ohio
NEA Meeting.
men.
in the circuit.
of B in all prior graduate wor k University.
GRANT AWARDED

leadr . . . Alm . . . lirel

Grant Holders

Gun Collecting Is Hobby Of Dean

U Lab School
Offers Classes

Exhibit Opens
On June 30th

Iranian Scholars
To Visit Marshall

Guidance Institute In Session
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Students Of Art 'Create' This Summer

THE HANDS SHOWN at work above belong to Professor Joseph Jablonski of the Art Department
as he produces a ceramic vase before the eyes of an interested class. In the photo at the left, he
explains the steps involved in maqlng the ceramic piece.

IN TOE PROTO above, Mrs. Anne Booten, graduate student
teaching at Barboursville Elementary School, cuts ceramic tile

and arranres them in a wooden form to make her mosaic table
top.

IN THE MIDDLE right photo, Elaine Call, Charleston Junior,
listens to the instructor as be explains the importance of teachinr
children to use their own creative talents by making masks from
consruction paper and painting fragile_egg shells in gay abstract
designs; while, at lower right, Mrs. Vincent Diehl, Huntington,
combines paint with tissue paper and newspapers torn into
intr icate patterns to form an original collage.
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Ferns, Fish Mean Science To Students

WHO'S SCARED of the big
bad spider? Renny Mazo, Huntington sophomore in the upper
left picture, certainly seems to
be displaying no fear whatsoever as she examines this eightlegged creature in Mr. Frum's
Zoology class.
In the middle left photo, the
external features of the fish
are being thoroughly examined
by Stanley Summerville, Hurricane graduate student, and
John Aliff, Bluefield graduate.
These students are currently
enrolled in Dr. Green's Zoology
class offered at Marshall this
summer.
Looking into the depths of
the microscopic world in the
lower left picture are D~vid
Wall, Warren, Ohio rraduate
student who teaches seventh
and eighth grade science at
West Junior High School, and
Mrs. Janice Jarrell, a Logan
graduate student who teaches
science at Cammack Junior
Hirh School. These students are
checkinr the activities of microscopic green algae in Dr. Plymale's Morphology class.
Visiting and studying the
various plants in the Marshall
University greenhouse in the
upper right picture are Margie

W I I k i n s o n, a Barboursville
High School junior, and Mary
Christian, Port Arthur, 'l'exas
junior at Texas Gulf Coast High
School.
Dr. Green and Mr. Frum are
the only instructors of zoology
here at Marshall this summer,
and Dr. Plymale will be the
only instructor of botany since
Dr. Mills of the botany department is conducting a botany
study in Costa Rica this summer.

PRESCRIPTION SPF.clALlST

824 20th St. -

Huntington, W. Va.

OOMPLETE DRUG, COSMETIC,
BABY DEPARTMENTS
DIABm'IC NEFD>
SCHOOL SUPPLllE
HYPO-ALLERGENIC COSMETICS
Drtve-Up Window -

F~ Delh'ery

PHONE 525-7618

Complete Line of
Student Needs
Phone 523-9433
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MU Representatives
At Baseball Seminar

J§ig
~reen
J§eat

On July 11th, 1964, Ellis Johnson, Alvis Brown, and Richard
Fillmore are going to be three of
the guest speakers at a baseball
clinic sponsored by the Ashland
Jr. Chamber of Commerce, according to G o r d o n McIntosh,
President of the Ash 1 and Jr.
Chamber of Commerce.
Also at the clinic will be Dick
Houk, the high school coach of
the 1964 National League Rookie
of the Year, Pete Rose of the
Cincinnati Reds.
Another member of the sports
world to be present will be Mel
Clark a former major league
baseball player for the Detroit
T i g e rs, and the Philadelphia
Phils.
Others on the roster are Rex
Chaney, baseball coach at Morehead College in K e n t u c k y;
Whamey Douglas, a former pitcher for the Cincinnati Reds and

..__ _ _ _ _ _ By RICHARD EDWARDS - - - - - - •
Sports Editor

Now that the 1963-64 Mid-American Conference competition
is history, all loyal Big Green followers should be interested in
knowing exactly how Marshall faired with the rest of the MAC.
The first sport of the scholastic year in 1963 was footiball.
The Big Green had a season's record of five wins, four losses, and
one tie; this was good enough for a fourth place finish in the MAC.
Not bad for a team that was not suppose to win a game in
the conference. The coaches of all the MAC member teams took
a vote earlier in the 1963-64 season and decided that all the
teams in the MAC would walk all over MU. But Marshall did not
•b elieve all ~he talk and managed to whip three of the conference
teams and tie a fourth.
From the end of football season to the end of school the
rest of the MU teams did very little to aid the Marshall cause.
The cross country team finished last in the MAC race, as did the
Basketball team and Track teams.
The wrestling team finished fifth; the baseball team finished
a well beaten sixth, and the tennis and golf teams finished sixth
and seventh respectively.
As far as the race for the championship of the Mid-American
Conference was concerned, which is earned by the team that
takes more points in every sport than any other (the point basic
is: Football-9; Cross Country-8; Basketball-7; Swimming-5;
Wrestling-7; Baseball-7; Golf-7; Tennis-7; and Trick-7).
Marshall finlished last in point total with a total of 19. Ohio University won the MA\C Crown with 51 points.
Well maybe next year the Big Green will take a few more
votes for winning the race for last place but one fine day, and
not too far away MU will take the MAC Crown. The teams of
Marshall University are improving with each season and a winning season is not far away for every team.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Athletic Department is looking for a new assistant
athletic director because Ray Cumberledge has accepted the post
of assistant registrar, effective July 1.
The Athletic Department is not the only department looking
•f or personel in Gulllickson Hall. The football team needs a new
assistant coach to fill the vacancy created by Olin Jones, who is
the new assistant director of admissions.
But finding a replacement for Coach Jones, although it was
a hard task has been accomplished. The new end coach will be
Bob McCollins from Ironton, according to head foobball Coach
Charlie Snyder.

•

•

•

•

•

Last week when Ramey Hunter was in town Ray Cumberledge happened to mention to this desk that Hunter was ·the only
four letter man in the history of MU, but there is a possiJbility
that Hunter, who lettered in football, basketball, track, and
baseball, will be joined by a 1965 graduate of Marshall University
-Bob Pruett.
Bobby has lettered in football, wrestling, track-three sports,
and he still has another year of eligibility left.

•

•

•

•

•

Marshall Basketball team will be hurting next season to filnd
a replacement for Butch Clark, but other than that the team
should be stronger.
The addition of 6'7" Jerry Katz, who transferred from a
junior college in Miami, Florida will add much needed rebounding potential to the Big Green team.
And the scoring potential of the 1965 team should be much
higher than in 1964 with the return of Tom Langfitt from the
'64 squad and the addition of Katz and Bill Whetsell the leading
scorer for the Little Green last winter.
All in all basketball coach Ellis Johnson should have much
more to cheer about in 1965 than he d!id in 1964. That was the
season the Big Green won 6-and lost seventeen. Remember?

•

•

•

•

ELLIS JOHNSON

ARTICLES PUBLISHED

The lead story in the June isue of the Readers Digest is "The
Many Commencements of Callie
Trent" written by Prof. W. Page
Pitt, head of the Journalism department. Jack C. Behrens, assistant professor of journalism, also
had an article published during
the month of June. His article
· was "Checkbook Journalism"
which appeared in the Quill, a
publication of Sigma Delta Chi, a
professional men's Journalism
fraternity.

•

Marshall did not do too badly in the selection of All-MAC
players from the football team last fall. Players selected from
the Big Green team were Jack Mahone, the number five ground
gainr in the nation, was selected as the second string hal~back
in the MAC. Jim Cure, the number nine pass receiver in the
nation was on the first team MAC team. Howie Miller won the
title as the leadti ng passer in the MAC. Bill Winters was selected
as a memib er of the second string MAC team at a guard post.
Tom Good was also a member of the second string MAC team as
the center. And last, Mike Hicks, who will not be eligible next
fall was a member of the first team MAC team as a tackle.
Of those six MAC All Conference teams, five will be eligible to return next fall to give MU a hand at taking the MAC
football crown.

•

Marshall graduates and varsity lettermen Dick Wildt and
Clyde Pierce are now the proud fathers of boys. ·
Mr. and Mrs. Wildt had their new arrival May 28. The boy
was named Shaum.
Mr. and Mrs. Pie rce became parents June 5. They named
their boy Clyde W. Pierce II.
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PROFESSOR WILSON HERE

, Professor Knox Wilson, who is
chairman of the English department at Davis and Elkins College in Elkins, West Virginia, is
teaching one section of English
220 and one section of English
622 thii: summer at Marshall.

ALVIS BROWN

Intramural Games
Ready To Begin
The intramural program for
the current term has been revised, according to Charles Kautz,
intramural director.
"There has been no interest
in the tennis singles and doubles,
the horseshoes singles and doubles, or the handball singles and
doubles tournaments that we had
planned for this semester. As a
result we are going to change the
entire program," Kautz said.
There will be a softball tournament starting today with eight
teams to be eliminated before
the end of the semester. There
will be three games per day in
the double elimination tournament. The games will start at
3:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m., and 5:30 p.m.
on the intramural field in front
of the Science Hall.
"We will also have a ping-pong
tournament ( consisting of four
entries) which will be held within the next week," Kautz added.
The intramural golf tournament will be held Saturday at
the Guyan Country Club.
"We are going to have a hand
ball tournament for the faculty,
and we would like to have a
swim meet for the students, if
there is enough interest in such
an event.
"If anyone is interested in participating in an intramural swimming meet please contact Charlie
Kautz in Gullickson H~ll Office
No. 3," Kautz concluded.

the Pittsburgh Pirates; and
"Sonny" Allen the outstanding
player on the Morehead baselball
team this past spring.
Ellis Johnson, MU basketball
coach, was once an All-American
Basketball Player for the University of Kentucky, but he was
also a pretty good baseball player in his own right.
He will team up with Alvis
Brown, MU baseball coach, and
Dick Fillmore, the leading hitter on the MU squad last season,
to give Marshall baseball program credit in the clinic.
According to Mr. McIntosh,
there is a good poss1bility that
the one time great short stop for
the Brooklyn and Los Angeles
Dodgers "Pee Wee" Reese will
be at the clinic to lend a hand.
"Now it's not definite, but we
are trying our best to arrange to
get Mr. Reese here, and things
look pretty good right now," said
Mr. McIntosh,, concerning the
possibility of having "Pee Wee"
Reese at the clinic.
The clinic will be open to the
public and it is designed especially for the athlete who desires
to learn the finer points of the
game of baseball.
"That's the reason for having
all the baseball coaches and former players at the clinic, we
want to give the fans and players that attend the best program
possible,'' commented Mr. McIntosh about the clinic.
The clinic wilf be open to the
public and there will be a question and answer program for
those interested in attending.
"The program promises to be
very interesting and many of the
top baseball prospects in the area
will be there, everyone should
learn from the clinic," ended Mr.
McIntosh.

'904 'J/tut11,
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405 29th Street
Telephone 522-9023
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Laundry
to

MOORE'S
($.61 for 9 lbs. -
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MOORFS LAUNDROMAT
1825 3rd Ave.

525-4261
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Summer
Study
Habits

SILBOUETl'ED IN STUDY
are two summer school students who are mixing their
studies with a little socialising
in the Student Union, A cooling cola beverare and a notebook of notes from the class
that Just let out ro torether as
a pleaslnr combination.

FOR COOL STUDYING it
seems that the Library can't be
beat with its alr-condltlonlnr.
The above photo shows how
the students are takiDJ advantare of the chance to do their
studtinr in cool comfort. The
library has been full of students durinr the heat wave. At
rirht, Michael Balley, St, Albans senior, tackles his studies
on the lawn in front of the Student Union. Despite the heat
and the humidity Marshall's
students can be found keepirir
up with their outside assirnments.

IT TAKES TWO to study sometimes. An excellent way to improve In study habits is to exchange ideas on the meaninr
of an assipment. Mrs. Wayne
Billheimer, Buntinrton senior,
and Mrs. Barry Philips, Crum
sophomore, shown above take
time to compare notes on their
studies. The exchange of ideas
ls one way to gain f r e s h
thourhts on a particular subject when a student runs into
a mental block. Study groups,
If taken seriously to work, can
improve study habits a great
deal.
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John Humphreys Leads
'Rumplestiltskin' Cast
By MARGARET JOHNSON
Picture Ed.itor
The cast has been named for the Children's Theatre ·production
of "Rumplestiltskin", the famous Germany fairy tale, which has
been especially scripted by Charlotte B. Chorpenning, well-known
author of books for children.
The three act play will be
presented at 10 a.m. Saturday, Cubbin, assistant professor of
July 18 in the City Hall Audi- speech, and by the Children's
torium located at Fifth Avenue Theatre class. Special tecbni1:al
effects wil lbe devised by Mike
and Ninth Street.
Those chosen for the cast are: Carroll, Huntington senior; Bill
Joh n Humphreys, Huntington Hapslip, and Dennis Hoak, son
High senior, son of Mr. and Mrs. of Dr. Eugene Hoak, chairman
Irvin W. Humphreys, who has of the speech department and
the role of the dwarf Rumplestilt- director of the play.
skin. He is not new to the children's theatre group; having had
the part of Hansel in last summer's "Hansel and Gretel".
The king will be played by
John Sow a rd s, Ashland, Ky.
Cruising on the river this sumgraduate student and instructor
mer
is Marina Cook, a sophomore
at the University of Kentucky;
the miller's daughter by Sandra music major from New BraunLilley, Huntington s e n i o r; the fels, Texas. She is appearing in
miller by Bill Ervine, Hunting- two p l a y s on the Centennial
ton graduate student; the prince showboat, the "Rhododendron,"
by John Burke, Huntington sen- from June 1 to September 5.
Miss Cook was selected in a
ior; Karen, the king's daughter
state-wide
a u d i t i o n to act in
by Jane Holswade, Huntington
Shakespeare's "T a m i n g of the
senior.
Penny Douglas will play the Shrew" and a drama, "Billy the
part of the ·nurse. She is a Char- Kid." She acted, sang, and playleston senior. The miller's wife ed the lute and piano for the
will be played by Mary Jo Kidd, audition.
The showboat will be traveling
Parkersburg graduate s t u d e n t
to
Huntington, Charleston, Morand teacher at Parkersburg High;
the first lady-in-waiting by Mary gantown, Parkersburg. P o i n t
Etta Cook, Oceana graduate stu- Pleasant, and several other places
dent; second lady-in-waiting by on the Ohio River. The furthest
Evelyn Wyley, Superior gradu- point of travel will be Pittsburgh,
ate student. The witch will be Pa.
Miss Cook has always been inportrayed by Norma Gray, Huntterested in entertaining. She beington junior.
The men of the king's court are gan drama lessons at the age of
Ingert, Mike Ferrell, Huntington six and has appeared in 1everal
senior and Gothel by Bill Halalip, plays and dramatic events. She
also has studied piano, flute, and
Huntington sophomore.
"Rumpiestiltskin" will be the ballet. One of the highlights of
first of four plays to be presented her career is her appearance in
!his season by t'he newly formed a dance scene in the movie 'The
"Adventure The at re Series", Cardinal."
Miss Cook began to study voice
sponsored jointly by the Huntington Woman's Club, the Junior her senior year in high school.
League, the Community Players After g r a d u a t i o n from high
school, she studied voice in the
and Marshall University.
Season tickets are available in Music Academy in Vienna, Austhe speech office for $2 for the tria for two y-ean. She came to
four plays. Individual ducats will Marshall to study under Mrs.
Robert Shepherd, associate pro•
be on sale at the door for .75.
The scenery for the production fessor of music. Her stepmother
will be designed especially for is Phyllis Curtin, an opera star
this play by the Stage Craft class who received an honorary degree
under the direction of James Mc- from Marshall last year.

U Student Has
Showboat Job

lan1ua1e lahorator, fadllties
PROFESSORBAROLD MURPHY, instructor of Spanish, works with Karen Meeves, former Marshall student now teachinr Spanish at Buntinrton Birh, in the foreirn lanruare labontory. Profeaor Murphy is the co-ordinator of the labon tory facilities. Not only the Spanish Department,
but the French, German, and Classical Lanruares Departments make use of the lab facilities. The
lab facilities are used to stress correct pronunciation and vocabulary comprehnsion.

Language Laboratory Used
To Correct Pronunciation
Do you speak fnncais or any
other language offered at Marshall? If so, the language laoboratory is for you.
Very few students know the
background of this functional
part of the language programs.
The laboratory was begun in 1958
by Professor James Stais, assistant professor of Spanish, who
saw a definite need for outsideclass participation among his students. This first lab consisted of
and audio-passive installation of
booths, conducted in the library
room which now houses the cataloguing department. Under this

Arizonian Here
For Institute
Charles A. R a n d e 1, teacher
of English and Guidance Counseling in Phoenix, Arizona, is one
of several out-of-state students
a-ttending t h e Counseling and
Guidance Institute this summer.
Mr. Randel says he chose Marshall for his studies because it
best suited his needs for selfimprovement and also he wanted
to find out what a University in ·
the East would be like. He feels
he is gaining much from the d ifferent viewpoints on guidance
through Dr. C. Freas Hess, who
is in charge of the Institute this
summer.
This is Mr. Randel's first trip
East. Accompaning him is his
wife, who t e aches elementary
school in Scottsdale, Arizona, and
his three children, two of whom
are at the present a t t e n d i n g
classes at the Laboratory School
here on campus.
Mr. Randel is quite impressed
with the weather here, especially the rain, and the greenery
of the landscape, which is, he
says, quite a contrast to that
found in the West.
Other out-of-state enrollees of
the institute come from various
a r ea s :including; Pennsylvania,
Kentucky,'. :Ohio, Missouri, South
Carolina, New York, Illinois and
Michigan.

first project, the student merely work in the various department.
listened to a pre-recorded tape Dale Terrell, Huntinrton Junior,
in much the same manner one conducts four G e r m an laboralistens to a radio. No recording tories! Paul Wethenll, Buntinrfacilities were provided, and all ton senior, is in charge of four
listening was effected through open labs p~ two classical Ianhead sets of tape recorders "jack- page periods; and Francis Fabi,
ed" to an external speaker.
Monaca, Pa., junior, conducts
In 1961, the labontory estab- four open laboratories, and one
lished its present headquarten in each French and Spanish period.
Main Annex 118, and its ruidance
What will be the future of
was transferred to Daro Id T. this multi-purpose laboratory?
Murphy, instructor in Spanish, The first step will come next fall
who is presently co-ordinator of with the offering in all langulaboratory facilities. The system age departments of a three-hour
employed is essentially combina- course in laoboratory techniques,
tion, althourh on a very reduced a coures very similar to one ofscale. Two separate prornms fered in the Spanish department
may be initiated at once from a for the past four years. In gencentral control panel.
eral, phonetics will be stressed,
Both entire classes and indivi- and each student will be requirdual students may thus use thet ed to spend two hours weekly in
laoboratory at the same time. the laboratory. This new class is
There are six audio-active booths, in line with new certification r-ewhich permit the student to both quirements for language-teaching
listen and record along with the majors.
master tape, and both voices may
Projected for the future is a
be played back. There are also complete, modern laboratory, to
16
audio-passive installations be housed in the main baildinr
which provide only for listening. scheduled for construction where
Provisions for the making of mas- the present annex and Old Main
ter recordings and erasing of are located. The combination type
tapes are also found.
. laboratory is anticlpat~ with an
During second semester 1963- approximate ration of 60% audio64, approximately 683 students pass i v e to CO% audio-active
were enrolled in 14 French, Ger- booths. NI net y to lot booths
man, Greek, Latin, and Spanish should be fulfill the purpose and
basic courses. Not only do these expeeted enrollmente of the Ianclasses often require l!iboratory gaage classes.
attendance, but many of the upWithin the laiboratory it self
per-division classes, also, make will be contained the booths,
use of the lab facilities to stress storage cabinets for filmstrips
correct pronunciation and voca- and films, and a p r o j e c t i o n
bulary comprehension. Approxi- screen. A soundproof recording
mately 176 students are enrolled studio will be erected within hte
in these higher courses.
laboratory room, containing proSpecific facilities are provided visions for storage of tapes and
for each lanruage department, recording and a u d i o materials.
plus open laboratories for sta- An additional room for storage
dents of any languare. In addi- will approximate the size of the
tion to the seven lanruare in- recording studio. A final item
structors who conduct the labora- would be the control room, to
tories (Instructors Murphy and provide for the monitoring of
Miller in Spanish, Professors Lie- programs.
berman and Perl in German,
Of course, with the expansion
Assistant Professor Boy in Clas- in laboratory space and facilities,
sical Lanpages, and Aaociate additional enrollment and lab atProfessor Noble and Parrish in tendance Is to be anticipated for
French), three student assistants all language courses.

1
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SHOWN AT A "Bon Voyage" luncheon held in their honor .._
Friday by the staff of the reristnr's office in the north parlor
of Old Main are, left to rirht; James C. Shires, a9111stant direetor
of admissions; Luther E. Bledsoe, registnr; and James L. Moore,
assistant reptnr. Mr. Shires will be leavinr in Aupst to attend
the University of Virginia in Charlottesvlle, where be wm pu.nae
his doctonte in ruidance career. Mr. Moore bu accepted the
position of reristnr at Towson Collere, Baltimore, Md. The staff
wnpped the gifts in forms relevant to their positions. Mr. Shires'
packare was adorned with admissions forms, while Mr. Moores'
was decorated with reristration forms.
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·MU Sophomore Sings
Writes, Records Songs
Carl Sparks, a twenty year old
Gilbert sophomore, has sung all
the way from n i g h t s p o t s in
Columbus to churches in Chicago.
Carl first became interested in
singing during his junior year in
high school. During the summer
he sang with his uncle at the
Gold Nugget in Columbus. Carl
sings strictly rock an' roll.
After graduation from high
school he went to Chicago where
he became acquainted with the
leader of a three piece band. Carl
began ~ittlng in on practice ses-

Summer Theatre
Site Is Cafeteria
''The American Dream", by Edward Albee, originally scheduled
for production in the Student
Union, will now be held in the
air conditioned basement of the
cafeteria, Professor Clayton Page,
associate professor of speech and
director of. the play, announced
today.
The cafeteria has a seating
capacity of only 140 people;
therefore, all seats will be reserved for both performances.
The comedy-drama will be presented at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday and
Wednesday, July 7 and 8. Tickets
are 75 cents and will be on sale
beginning Monday in the Speech
Department and the St u d e n t
Union.

sions and he began practicing
with them. He began singing on
weekends and continued to do
so for six months. Carl explained
that it was difficult to get bookings unless the band had a good
reputation. The band he was
with "kept busy." Their contracts
were signed for two and three
week periods.
Carl added that George Jones
and Billy Grammar, Western and
Country Music singers, opened
up in nightspots near the ones
where he sang. Some opened up
at the Silver Dome. Carl pointed
out that "they were popular because of the h e a v y Southern
population in Chicago."
Many songs written by Carl
have been copyrighted, among
them "Robin" which was to be
recorded, but as of now it has
not been released. Carl prefers
songwriting to singing. However,
he hopes to continue singing in
Chicago this summer.
Although King Records encouraged Carl to attend a college THIS FALL WHEN WMUL returns to the air the students in the dorms will be able to pick ap
near Chicago, he enrolled in Mar- WMUL-FM on their AM radios. Assembllnr the transmitter kits are Scott Ward, Fort Gay sophomore, and Dan Brubaker, South Point, Ohio jun lor. Mr. Ward is the new prorram director for the
shal lwhere he is now majoring
campus raBio station and Mr. Brubaker is the en rineer. WMUL will berln broadcastlnr a,ain tbll
in physical education and social fall OD October 1.
studies. This past year he played
on the freshmen basketball team
and next year he hopes to play
baseball.
WMUL, Marshall's FM radio of the science building.
the programs to be aired. Anystation, will carry a wide variety
WMUL will have a program one interested in receiving a proof programs when it returns to schedule available free of charge gram can have his name put on
the air the first of October, ac- at the beginning of October. It the mailing list available in the
cording to Scott Ward, Fort Gay will carry a complete listing of radio station.
sophomore, and new program
director for WMUL.
All home basket.ball and football games d u r i n g the coming
season will be broadcast, as well
as live and taped coverage of
HU/\tin9ton's Oldest and Finut Dq,artment Scor&
local and national events. Selections from Broadway shows_, folk
music, jazz, and popular music
will also be aired.
Plans are also being made to
carry the live broadcast of the
Metropolitan opera each Saturday from New York.
The approximately 2,000 students living in the dormitories
will be able to receive WMUL on
their regular A:M radios at the
beginning of the broadc-a sting
season. This is being made possible with the aid of the telephone company, who will run
connecting cables from the station to each dorm.
Mr. Ward also stated that the
radio station needs more volunteer workers, with or without
experience. There are openings
in several departments, and anyone interested in helping put in
the station can inquire at the
speech department, or the radio
station, located in the basement

Radio lits Assembled

WMUL Has Wide Program Variety

Carpenter Named Art Head;
Starts Duties On Sepfembet' 1

-~

MU Music Clinic
· Begins Operations
Dr. Carpenter In A Serious Mood
Arthur Sidner Carpenter, professor of art, has been appointed to
the position of head of the Art Department, effective September
1, 1964.
Professor Carpenter has been associated with the Art Department since 1951. He earned his AB degree from Shepherd College
and his M.Ed. (Art) and D.Ed. (Art) from .Penn State University.
Professor Carpenter has written several articles which have
been published in "Every Day Art" and "Design", two national
publications, and in the West Virginia Editorial Journal.
Professor Carpenter succeeds Joseph S. Jablonski, professor
of Art, who retired from the position. Professor Jablonski has
been asked and will remain through the 1964-1965 term as a professor of art but not as the acting head.

Approximately 150 high school
band and choral students at-tended rehearsals yesterday for the
opening of the annual Marshall
University Tri-State Music Clinic.
Mr. John W. Creighton and Dr.
Wilbur Pursley, associate professors of music, will conduct the
rehearsals, which will continue
daily, through July 2. The
choral section meets in the Student Christian Center. Band rehersals are being held in the
Music Building.
A joint open concert with the
band and the choral group will
close the clinic at 7:30 p.m.,
Thursday, July 2, in front of the
Student Union.

Misses' cool, summer•

bright Sportswear
fro11a

1.88

1

(others, 2.21 lo 3.00)

Wash 'n wear pla ids. prints, stripes, solid
color dacron® and cotton blends. Jama icas,
1.68 to 2.28. Bermudas, 1.68 to 3.00. Kneet icklers, 1.68 to 2.28. Sizes 8 to 18. Roll- sleeve, Bermuda-collar blouses, 3 0 to 36, 2.28.
Excellent values!
-A-N downstaira store

